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TEAM FLIES TO NAIB TOURNAMENT
FROSH, SOPH HOP SET FOR
APRIL 10 AT FIELDHOUSE

HIRT'S SQUAD VOTES TO ACCEPT KANSAS CITY
INVITATION BY OVERWHELMING jtJAJORITY
l\'lusketeers One of Four Teams Considered;
First Quintet In This Sector To Get Bid

FRESHl\'IAN, SOPHOi\'IORE PRESIDENTS
TO APPOINT NEEDED COMMITTEES

PEP-RALLY SUNDAY
Student Council will hold a
pep-rally Sunday at 10 a.m. at
the Fieldhouse as a senll-off
for the basketball team to the
NAIR tournament in Kansas
City. A motor cavalcade will
follow the team to the Boone
County Airport.
Members of the Xavier band
will be on hand at the Fieldhouse and the ait·port. Council
has asked all stullents to be on
hand for the rally here and at
the airport send-off,

. Plans for the traditional Frosh-Soph Hop have developed
slightly beyond the formulative stage with the announcement of April 10 as the elate and Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse as the site. Committee co-chairmen John Hiltz and
James Ryan say that they will have an elaborate decorating
job in evidence at this first postlenten dai:ce an~ that va~·iou;
sub-committees \Vlll be appointed
by the end of the week.
Although there has been much
discussion of the site for this
traditional affair, it was decided
by the committee, after consultation with various members of
their respective classes, that the
Fieldhouse would be the best
place to hold the dance due to
the necessiiy of changing the date.
John Hiltz, president of the
sophomore class, and James Ryan,
president of the freshmen class,
stated that in order to transform
the basketball court into a night
club ballroom they will expend
much time, effort and money so
that this dance will have the
most elaborate decorations in the
history of "fieldhouse flings."
Sub-;oommittees that will be
appointed by the end of the week
include: decoration, band, entertainment, ticket, publicity, and
seating arrangement committees.
These working ·councils, com..:posed of an equal number of
freshmen and sophomores, will
be chosen by the presidents of
the two classes. An admission
price has not· as yet been determined.

Local NFCCS Sets
Cong1·ess Plans·
Xavier played host Sunday afternoon, February 29, to the assembled officers of the NFCCS
in Cincinnati, Our Lady of Cincinnati and Mt. St. Joseph, who
met to formulate plans for the
annual student congress of the
Cincinnati region March 13 and
14 at Mt. St. Joseph.
Despite the fact that the meetig was conducted, on a shuttle
(Continued on Page 8)

DORM COUNCIL
ELECTS PREXY
Raymond Switalski, sophomore,
heads the Campus Committee
list of new officers who were
elected February 27. He replaces
Ed Glockner who graduated at
the encl of the last semester, as
president of the organization.
Moving up the legislative ladder, Robert Connelly resigned as
Judge Advocate to take over the
position of secretary. Richard
Moloney was elec~ed to the posi-

Xavier University's outstanding
roster of professors has been
augmented by the addition of
two capable men, according to
the Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.,
Dean. Dr. Vladimir Bezushko
who received his doctorate at the
University of Graxz, will teach
German, Slavonic Philology, and
education. Mr. Bernard Martin,
A. B., Teachers' College, Archdiocese of Cincinnati, will instruct in religion and English.

Variety, Student Talent
Show Planned On Series
Negotiations are currently under way to televise· a re-broadcast on a convenient week-day
night of the revived series of ten
weekly half-hour p r o gr a ms
known as XAVIER - PRESENTS
ON-CAMPUS.
A studio audience limited to
three hundred students and
guests will be admitted by ticket
to each of the programs which
will emanate from a studio workshop in South Hall on the Evanston campus. The program series
will spotlight an electronic organ, piano, bass vi o Ii n and an
accordian with members of the
Xavier University Clef Club
opening and closing the oroadcasts with school songs.
One of the anticipated features
on the new series which will .be
teeming with variety, student
talent, and various guest appearances of Io ca 1 celebrities, is a
quiz show to be contested be.:
tween faculty and students.

BULLETIN

To the stllllents who participated in the "Drama of the United
Nations":
· The campus forces of Xavier University were combined on last
Thursday evening in presenting the stirring spectacle, "The Drama
of the United Nations." I think it safe to say that every one of the
5200 spectators went away/ thrilled, enlightened, and educated at
least a little more in the purposes and aims of the United Nations.
The editorial comments that followed and the praises of the rep·
resentatives of the press who were present are a safe indication of
what was the general reaction. The student actors, the student re·
searchers who collaborated
the script, the student workers who
brought together the physical properties, and all others who bad
a hand in the production are to be congratulated. As a vehicle for
presenting to allvantage our student talent, initiative and spirit, I
could not ask for more.
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J,
President, Xavier Unlvenlty

on

NEW PROFS JOIN
XAVIER STAFF

XAVIER - PRESENTS - ON -CAMPUS MAY BE
TELEVISED FROM SOUTH HALL STUDIOS

·-.

OFFICIAL

tion which Connelly vacated.
New members of the representative body of the Campus Committee are William Hinsberg,
Bernard Becker, and William
Costello.

By Bob Coates
Xavier University's Musketeer basketball squad voted
by an overwhelming majority to participate in the NAIB
(National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball) tournament at Kansas City, Missouri.
The Musketeers met with Coach Lew Hirt and Rev.
Owen J. Englum, Faculty Moderator of Athletics, shortly before
their practice workout Monday
afternoon. Only a few players
voted against the bid. Shortly
after the school authorities, acting on the vote of the players,
sent a wire to E. S. Leston, Chairman of the NAIB Tourney announcing Xavier's acceptance.
Xavier was one of four teams
from the Ohio area being con- .
sidered for the Kansas City Tourney. The Musketeers are the first
basketball quintet from this sector to participate in a post-season
major tournament.
The tournament will commence
officially Monday evening, March
8th. The finals will be staged the
following Saturday, March 13th.
The team will probably leave
Saturday or Sunday by plane to
be there for the opening banquet
Sunday night.
Xavier has met and defeated
three teams who have announced
their acceptance to the tourney.

Movies Planned
F01· Lenten Snioke,.
.

Shown above is Mr. E. C. Flaig, production manager for the
original Dr. I. Q., who was on the campus recently for the UN
Drama, giving radio production tips to Richard Henkel, XU News
Sports editor, Clarence Bechtohl, Charles Lang and Tom Rusch, all
members of the new Xavier-on-Campus Radio Show to be, aired for
10 weeks beginning this month.

Pictures of the National League
baseball games, a short talk on
the baseball world by a prominent Cincinnati radio sportscastei·, and movies of the LouisWalcott fight, will feature the
program of the Lenten Smoker to
be held in the Fieldhouse, Sunday,
March 14, at 8 p.m.
Russ Clemens, . chairman of
the Social Committee of Student
Council in disclosing plans for
the smoker said a local radio
sportscaster will act as master of
ceremonies. He added, several
local boxers .will be on hand
for the program. Free smokes
will be given out, and cokes, potato chips and other refreshment
will be sold for nominal prices.

"Cold War ls Battle Of ldecils" By Fred NeHJbill
"We've Jost a creative philosophy of life."
"~~inland will be gone next
week, after that it will be Austria, then Manchuria, then Italy.
"China has been betrayed by
the United States."
With slow deliberate statements presented with an .uncanny ability to hold his audience,
George Sokolsky spoke to the
Xavier Forum Sunday, February 29, and sent the large audi·
ence home with the knowledge
that the "cold war is a battle of
ideals."
Sokolsky, who writes a syndicated column appearing in the
Timu-Stti1' locally, believes our

international difficulties started
with "the iniquities of Yalta and
Teheran" and will not be ended
by the Marshall plan, which is a
"fraud." ("If Italy is ready to
go, a couple of billion dollars
won't stop her.") Before the leeture hesitated that Communists
are going ahead because "There's
nobody stopping Russia" and
"the only way to stop her is to
use force, and where there is
force, there is no stopping her."
"I wouldn't bluff," he answers
when asking about stemming the
Red advance. Our Army? "It
neither is ready or never will
be." Elabornting on the subject,
"If we had war, and our military
men knew what wa.s coming (and

Sokolsky
·

it's their business to know), and
they permitted us to be unprepared, they would be criminally
responsible."
In his speech he nientionecl
often enough to emphasize that
this country "has lost its creative pilosophy of life" while the
Russians are energetically "poisaning the minds of men ... making strife . . . disuniting," and
spreading their gospel because
they actuaily believe it.
"Only," said Mr. Sokolsky,
"when we can guarantee to wavering countries that we still
maintain the will to live Godinspired lives, will we be able
to stave off the threat of a Russia-dominated world."

•.
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If someon~ told us that a seven
room house was parked on the
fifty-yard line of the stadium last
Monday night, we may claim that
the certain someone had a severe
case of bubbles in their think
tank. Now it's your turn to call
us balmy when we say that we
saw a Xavier student sleeping on
the bandstand during the XUKentucky game, but, and this
statement is made with our right
hand on a four-foot stack of

• Pfoudits And Pathos
E must tender sincere plaudits to those members of the
University organization who participated in the staging
of the U. N. Drama despite the fact that there is a tinge of
pathos to the whole affair.
Anyone who attended the few rehearsals would have had
no idea that the pageant would come off as well as it did,
but all the problems were defeated. The directors were indefatigable, the players were resourceful, and the administration was omniscient.
The show was definitely professional for which fact, of
course, much credit must be given to the staff of WLW. This
does not lessen the praise which is due the members of this
U11iversity for their efforts, which were in the most part
left to their own devices.
The tinge of pathos? While the whole cast was preparing
their great informative play of the -workings of the U. N.,
all that this world organization stands for was being most
vilely mocked as Russia ravished Czechoslovakia even while
casting lustful eyes towards Finland.

W

e

T/u·ee Goocl P1·oposals

R. James Daum, football player, baritone, property man,
M
and now statesman, has recently made three suggestions
to the Student Council, of which he is a member. The first

has to do with the beautification and utilization of the
grounds, the second with the betterment of campus life, and
the third with the heraldic shield of Xavier University. We
wo"uld like to go on record as being in favor of one suggestion, making a note of another, and complying ;with the
last.
·
Mr. Daum's best proposal is one we,. and many other
students would like to see: The placing of benches on the
hill between Bellarmine Drive and'Victory Parkway and the
installation of a walk down the same slope. This is one of
the few colleges in the country that has no place for visitors
to rest during their sojourns about the campus, nor a spot
for the students to loaf outdoors during balmy weather while
awaiting their next class. We say that a sure and fast way
to bring about this improvement would be for the senior
class to donate such a walk and a few benches instead of a
plaque, water fountain, or electrical gadget. In the ensuing
years subsequent classes could follow suit and Xavier:s
campus would even~ually develop into not only a place of
beauty but one of comfort and restfulness as well. Next week
we will enlarge on our ideas concerning this plan. ·
Suggestion number two is one that should first be put
to a vote of the dorm students and then passed on to the
President: It calls for launderalls in the basements of Elet
and Marion Halls. Whether this plan would materially aid
our resident scholars is something we are unable to say. We
recommend that the Campus CommiUee conduct a complete
poll on the matter and then present the results to Father
Steiner.
· l
Of course, the explanation of the Xavier University
Seal, which was the last item on Mr. Daum's agenda, is in
the X Book, that little blue book that Public Relations pres.~nted to each student; but since Jim is a good friend of ours
and most students have either lost their X Book, or haven't
read it, we w.ill now explain the
.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY SEAL

DEXTER

SINISTER

SIDE

SIDE

The Xavier shield is a combination of three principal
ideas: St. Francis Xavier, our patron; the Jesuit Order, our
teachers; and the University, our school. The dexter side is
the coat of arms of the Xavier family, consisting of five
vertical stripes, two silver and three blue. In the upper half
of the sinister side is a right arm wearing a Jesuit robe and

[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
views'and serves as an open forum for free and frank discussion of any matters of interest to Xavier. students, alumni and friends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
m~t be signed but names wilt be deleted from publication if requested.]

Books Stolen?
Dear Editor:
Recently someone had the gall
to steal my Logic 1book, and last
Semester someone stole my Religion book, undoubtedly to study
Religion. This happened on the
campus, , both times ~in South
Hall.
These are the men who will
complete their education and go
out in the world as good Xavier
men. That's a laugh. What will
they do to their own fellow employees and employers if they
steal books now to do their work?
I'nr not able to say who stole
my books, but I don't think that
a veteran would think of stealing any books because he has
them furnished by the government. The low down snake who
did take it better watch himself
because if I catch him he won't
have 'much use for any kind of a
Logic book in the hospital.
·Joe c. Jacobs
•

• • •

Questions Library Policy
Dear Editor:
On March 1st there appeared a
notice in the library which inShh, Bob Siefert
formed students that any books
Bibles, it actually happened, and left on the tables, window sills,
any reader who doubts our men- and benches would ·be removed.
tal equilibrium is· cordially in- I wonder how much time they
vited to inspect our sanity cer- spent considering the situation
tificates.
before making the decision. As
As a point of further conviction everyone knows things are pretty
we ask you to look at the photo crowded around here and there
snapped by a staff ppotographer is no locker space available for
who happened on the scene of storing books. There are very few
this most spectacular phenomenon students with a continuous un( Continued on Page 4)
1 broken schedule and it seems

XAVERIANUS

No Worthier Ca. use
~y ~ob

Helmes

----------------------------You Can't Afford to Allow Eur,ppe to Starve
Xaverianus notes that the Catholic Bishops of the United States,
undel\ the leadership of Cincinnati's Archbishop McNicholas, are
prbmoting a drive to feed Europe's starving peoples, which has been
sanctioned by the Pope. A more worthy cause could not be found!
The contributors <:an be certain that their money will go dirE:ctly
to the needy, without fear of any portion of it being· reduced by
graft or subtracted to m\l,et the salaries of high-priced adminisrators.
Xaverianus realizes that it is very, very diffi- ·
cult for the ordinary American to understand
what hardships most of the people of war-torn
Europe are undergoing. Even lacking in this concept he should consider what a starving Europe
means to Mr. United States or Mr. Student X.
University. It is not far-fetched to conceive the ·
possibility of another world conflict. It is inhuman
cruelty to allow a people to suffer needlessly; in
the present strained condition of world relations
it is also foolhardy.
Xaverianus can recall from his own experiences
how pitiful a starving people can be. In early 1945 Bob Helmes
he was billeted for a week at a Replacement Depot in Verviers,
Belgium. This little town was still smarting heavily from several
years of German occupation. While her buildings had not been
greatly demolished, her avenues of commerce h ad ·been closed and
(Con~inued on Page .8)
0

holding a black crucifix, which signifies St. Francis Xavier
Patron of the Missiom.;, baptizing hundreds of thousands of
infidels: In the lower half of the sinister side are three red
sea shells, which signify the ten years that St. Francis spent
voyaging through the middle east and among the islands of
the far east. Above the shield is the Jesuit seal of the Holy
Name, IHS, and below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG (Ad Ma·
jorem Dei Gloriam). Inscribed on a ribbon below the shield
is ano_ther mot~?· Vidit Mirabilia Magna, which, freely translated, means, He has seen _great wonders," and is considered the motto of the students. The translation of the inscription surrounding the shield is easily discernable to
anyone: Xavier University, Cincinnati, 1831, the founding
date of the University.
We hope that this covers the latest proposals of Mr
Daum in matters pertaining to Xavier University.
·

reasonable that there should be
some space available to put books
while waiting for the next class.
The benches and window sills
which have been used in the past
for this purpose seem to be a
logical place. I don't 'think the
tables should be used as a storage.
place but since there is no need
to keep the benches open why
not put them to use? It seems
pretty unreasonable to expect
anyone to carry. an armful of
books around for two or three
urs. Here's hoping the library
staff tries to give the students a
break.
J. Beck, Soph.

• • •

r.

Variety Show Commended
Dear Editor:
In your publication of Feb. 13,
1948 you had an editorial about
a Campus Variety Show. I would
like to say that I think it would
be a very good thing not only
for the University but for all the
students who ·could be a part of
such a show.
Since I have been a member of
the Clef Club for two years I have
come into contact with many men
who are interested in such a production. Here at Xavier we also
have several men who have had
experience in playing with musical organizations. We also have.
artists who could . show their
talents by making sets. There are
many students who have the
ability to write scripts for a
variety show, and we also have
men on the faculty who have experience in the direction of
musicals.
But why limit ourselves to an
all male show? Why not e<>mbine
the· talents of 0. L. C., Mt. St ..
Joe and the Evening College? In
these three colleges we have the
makings of an all-star cast that
·could put on a first class show
that would draw people fromall
parts of Cincinnati. A show such
as this could and should become
an annual affair for the Catholic
Colleges of Cincinnati. I'm sure
that> if Withrow High School can
put on an annual show we can
do it also.
Bob McMahon
Business Manager,
Clef Club
Editors Note:
The cast would have to be made
up entirely of Xavier students
because of diocesan policy, which
does not encourage combined
presentations.
• • •
A Word For Flowers
Dear Editor:
Alas, the familiar fragrance of
roses, gardenias, and carnations
at formal dances has given way to
Chanel No. 5. Why? Well, bend
an ear lobe in my direction, and
C'll give you the lowdown - and
[ do· mean low! It seems as
though a few fraternity men are
trying to throw their weight
around in the hope that they will
eonvince us that corsages are a
terrible extravagance. Good luck,
(ellows, but I'm afraid you're
barking up the wrong tree.
Chivalry still has a· spark.
I wonder how many fraternity
men would like being banned
from formal dances because they
weren't wearing evening clothes?
Instead of resorting to this, the
problem was solved' by making
the dances optional. This I do not

(Continued on Pa1e 8)
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PHILOPEDIA~ SOCIETY SELECTS SPRAUL AS PRESIDENT
Debaters Elect
Officers; Select
Verkau1p Finalists
Mr. James E. Shaw, Faculty
Adviser of the intercollegiate debating organization, the Poland
Philopedian So.ciety, announc~d
the results of the Society's recent elections. They were: Thomas Sprau!, Cincinnati, senior,
pre.sident, succeeding Vincent
Delaney who resigned in order
to give more time to his student
teaching activities at St. ~avier
High School; Ray Schlichte, sqphJmore, vice president; John
Cooper, sophomore, secretary;
and freshman P a u 1 O'Brien,
Chairman of Debates.
The grot1p is now in the process of completing their intramural deb a i e tournament and
sooh expects to begin a series of
forensic tiffs with a number of
mid-western universities. The finalists in this intramural debate
were Tom Spraul and Jerry Conrey. ·
The Society has also selected
the finalists for the Verkamp
Debate which will be held March
-16. The men who survived early
competition a1;e: R. Schlichte, T.
Spraul, J. Kirchner, J. Cooper,
P. O'Brien and W. Parsley. Alternates for the debate are E.
Deggelman and J. Conrey.
Intercollegiate tourneys have
tentatively been scheduled with
Ohio State, Marquette, Wisconsin, and other mid-western universities.

Novena Of Grace
To Be Conducted
Throughout March
A Novena of Grace in honor
of Saint Francis Xavier will be
conducted in Bellarmine Chapel
for all students from March 4
through March 12. The services,
consisting of benediction, a short
sermon, and the novena prayers,
will be held at 1:20 and 7:45
daily and in order to accommodate dorm men will also be conducted at 6: 30 in Elet Hall.
According to Fr. Dietz, this novena became known thrnughout
the whole Catholic world as the
"Novena of Grace" because of the
innumerable graces and extraordinary favors obtained through
the intercession of Xavier.
Thousands of people make this
novena every year by attending
the public services in their parish churches.
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!

Excavatio11, Comme11ces For ROTC Armory

~

Ground breaking ceremonies for the new ROTC Armory took place last Monday as the Rev.
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., (far right) turned over the first shovelful of earth. Others at the ceremony
standing next to color- guard are left to right, Maj. Raymond Wilson, Caclet Lt. Col. Robert Polcwski,
Miss' Joan Gerke, John E. Conant, Federal Works Agency representative; Mrs. Hazel Weeks, FWA
representative, and Col. Sidney Dunn.
The mifitary· activities of March
1, were highlighted by a brief
ground breaking ceremony which
formally launc]Jed the construetion of Xavier's newest campus
addition, the ROTC Armory. The
Very Reverend Celestin J. Steiner, President of Xavier University, turned back the first few
spadeful of earth and then delivered a short address to the
assembled group of Army officers
and cadets who had gathered to
witness the rites.
The new_ Armory which will be

,completed by July 1, is to ·be
a pern'tanent structure and will
conform architecturally to the
Memorial Fieldhouse. Upon completion it will house three classrooms, · garages for military vehicles, an auditorium capable of
seating 1000 persons, ,, a rifle
range, and various storage rooms.
During ·inclement weather the
auditorium will be used as a drill
hall.
The rifle range, one of the
largest collegiate ranges in the
state of Ohio, will measure eighty

I

Military Dept. Names Eleven Cadets
As Distinguished Military Students.
Eleven students in the department of Military Science
and Tactics have been named Distinguished Military Students by Colonel Sidney F. Dunn, commander of the Xavier
ROTC unit.
Under provisions of amemorandum of the Department
of the Army this is the first
group of students in the military
department to be named to such
an honor in the 13-year history
of the ROTC at Xavier. The new
citation will be a preliminary to
being termed an honor graduate,
Colonel Dunn ·said.
Cadets named to the honor a1:e:
Cadet T/Sgt. John J. Dillon,
Cadet 1st Lts. Donald G. Meyer,
Robert P. Reder, Cadet 2nd. Lts.
Paul A. Vehr, Jr., Robert Quinlan, V. V. Parker, and Walter M.

------------Eckbreth, and Cadet Captains
John J. Wiethe, J., and Frank R.
Simmons, and Cadet Lt. Col.
Robert Polewski.
Selection for the honor of distinguished Military Students are
made up of several conditions
including the following; be in the
upper third of the military class,
possess high moral character, and
be outstanding scholastic leader
or possess leadership in extracurricular activities.

New Consti tu tion
Is Exa1nined By
Student Council
Dick Henkel, chail'lnan of the
Constitutional Committee, gave
each member o[ Council, Feb. 29,
a copy of the long awaited charter which he and Jim Culllen,
former councilman, wrote.
At present, the fruit of their
labor, a rough draft of the new
constitution, is being' scrutinized ·
very thoroughly by the other
Counctr members. Each point is
under discussion and every possible point of view is presented.
When· the Council members get
through with this document they
want it to be as near perfect as
humanly possible.
Until now, discussion has followed along technical lines to a
great extent. Such things as the
scope of Council's purpose, the
number and extent of standing
and special boards and committees and their various functions,
the time, place, and conditions
for elections, these and other similar technical and detailed
points have been studied.

Students Speak

News Opinion11aire
(Ed. Note: This is the thircl in a series of features planned by
the "News" to voice the individual stuclent at Xavie1·.)
What clo you thi~k of the increase in G.I. allowance for veterans?
William B. Geary, BS in BA get over it. 11
Junior: "I think it is about as fair
Charles W. Sutter, BS in BA
a thing as the Government _can Sophomore: "I think it is a good
idea. Sinc·e everything else has
do at the present time."
F1·ed V. Scholten, PhB Junior: gone up I don't see why the G.I.
"I am against the increase in G.I. allowance can't go up accordingsubsistence on the theory that we ly also."
do not get anything for nothing.
William E. Goddard, BS in BA
There is an idea prevalent today Sophomore; "I think the G.I.'s
that the government owes a vet- ne~d it. Those with families are
eran a perpetual dole large having a hard time making ends
enough to support him without meet. From my own experience I
work. That was not the intention have to take a job aside from my
of the G.I. Bill. It was generous studies in order to comfortably
enough before the increase to subsist."
compensate most veterans for
Robert P. Maier, Pre-Law
their service time. Are we going
Sophomore:
"I think it's mor:e
to build a greater nation or whine
for Uncle Sam to keep us just essential to the out-of-town and
because we had to defend our- married vets than those who reside in the city. It's going to inselves?"
Godwin A. Kupris, AB Sopho- creuse the people's taxes more
more: "I whole-heartedly dis- than ever."
agree with Fred Scholten (above).
Joseph C. Jacobs, Phys. Ed.
As I am married, $15 more will Sophomore: "I live off the camhelp quite a bit. As far as the pus and I just barely make ends
'taxes' are concerned, when I'm meet with the help of my brother
out of school I'll be in a position and his \"'.ife. If the Government
to pay them. In the meantime I wants to help the veteran it
like to eat. I picked up this habit should give him a substantial inat an early age and can't seem to crease of from $15 to $20 more."

Student Witness Contrasts Czech Liberation \l/ith Downfall
By Bob Darter
The little people are crying today in Czechoslovakia. The people
walk the streets dumbly, unable
as yet to comprehend the awful
thing which has happened to
their proud little nation. Too
stunned to realize that once
again their
country has
b e en prostituted by the
great powers of
the world. The
loathsome canBob Dauer
cer which in
Russia has insidiously enveloped another organ of democracy in a Europe
which is rapidly deteriorating
before the proliferating Communist cells. Ten thousand students marched excitedly last
week in the streets of the old

capital city, Pr ah a, an a ten
thousand students were repulsed
by the highly organized Red Police but not before several had
been wounded by their calculated
fire. Yes, today people cry in the
streets, and students march in
Pilsen, Praha, and other cities,
calling for their beloved President Eduard Benes.
Vivid Memories
This w r i t e r read~ of these
things in the dispatches of our
foreign correspondents and there
is a great sorow in his heart. For
he can remember only too vividly
a June day, just a little over two
and one half years ago, when
these same people were likewise
crying in the streets of their
towns, crying unashamedly,
proudly, and· students paraded
noisily through the streets, cheering the name of Menes. He remembers the tears of joy flood~
ing the faces of the grateful old

men and women of Rakyiony, the
shouts of exultation torn violently from the lusty throats of the
young men and women in the
great square in Pilsen. He remembers the brilliant spectacle
of the little girls, dressed in the
historic peasant garb of. the people, with their brilliant skirts and
the blossoms in their hair, strewing the streets with flowers in
the path of the limousine bearing the President. What a glorious day it was! The sun itself
seemed to feel the magnificant
enthusiasm of the occasion, as it
poured a veritable deluge down
on those happy th r o n gs. For
Benes, the symbol of Czech independence, the great man who
had been forced to free his homeland to fight the German aggression in exile, Benes was home
and now at last Czechoslovakia
was free again. Only now was the
war over for these people-oh,
6

it is difficult for me to describe
these things. The old, old, man
i_n Rakyiony who feebly climbed
the steps of the speakers' platform in the square where all the
dignitaries of the town were
seated, and with tears of complete happiness humbly kissed
the hand of Mr. Benes. The young
girl selected to present a bouquet
of flowers on behalf of the students, who leaped forward to
kiss him on the cheek; The fullness in the hearts of these men
and women as they laughed and
danced and sang in the great
public square and parks. It was a
holiday beyond all comparison.
Every shop was closed-but every door was opened as the joy
of these people shimmered in
waves in the very air that we
breathed. Munich was avengedthe Czech nation was alive
(Djenkujin po vanji Jesus Kristus). That was in June 1945. To-

day in March, 1948-the joy is_
gone, another free nation is departing from the international
scene uncl the iron curtain is rap-·
idly descending.
Tea1·s Flow
In America, the crocodile tears
flow, and shoulders are shrugged and our newspapers bewail
the fate of a sister democracy. To
those who weep; I beg, "Weep
not for Me but for your selves
and for your children." For we
are being judged and have been
judged and we are found wanting. Oh, I am sad for Czechoslovakia for I know the misery in
the hearts of its peoele, but I
have also been sad for Poland,
and Jugoslavia, and I know that
I will soon be sad for Finland, and
after E'inland-who knows? But
I am saddest of all for my own
mighty nation; sad, yes, and
ashamed, bitterly ashamed of
this country's inaction.
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Rribber Band, Audience Noise
Fail To Obstruct UN Drama
NY Times Plwtograplie1·
Snaps 75 Shots Of Slww
The Drama of the United Nations did not enfold, February
26, without many interesting
sidelights. They did not interrupt the smooth flow of the show,
which, according to a qualified
observer, "was good enough to go
on the road."
As Paul Gorman went to his
seat in the audience section, a
girl was heard to remark what
.. beautiful gr·ay hair he had, and,

Caveman Mike Varchola
later when he arose to speak, expressed surprise ·that the man
with the beautiful hair was part
of the show. When he arose the
second time, Paul almost let the
continuity of the show drop.
Just as he was _about to speak,
he was shot with a rubber band
by an unidentified boy, and for
an awesome moment, his lines
fled him completely. But' he
quickly recovered, and no damage was done.
When the spotlight picked up
Bob Von Ho 11 e .as Aggression,
there was quite a bit of speculation as to whether he was a dummy or a living model. After 15
minutes, he was seen to move
his bayoneted rifle, and .the doubt
was settled.

-I
II

Due to a combination of circumstances, the fact that the
scene was the basketball court
and the fact that he wore a strip;.
ed shirt, Bill Bocklage was at
first mistaken for a wounded
refer~ who had called one ·foul
too many.
By actual count, the photographer from the New York Times
took 75 pictures during the entire evening. It's_ possible that
two pages of these shots will appear in the Sunday edition,
March 7, of the nation's foremost newspaper.
Although Lou Bunning was
listed on the pro ii ram as the
Knight, actually he was only the
voice of the cavalier. John Cushman was the man in the iron
mask, while Lou was up at the
control board reading the lines.
The overture medley played
in such top-notch style by the
band was dedicated to the Dis~
abled Veterans from Ft. Thomas,
Ky., who were guests at the performance.
Despite the fact that the w.histling and noise of the capacity
audience was not anticipated for
the opening lines, Bob Dauer and
Connie Holte! as Man and Wife
after two tries sent the show off
to a good start.

Dick Fairhau~s'
Folderol Fair

(Continued from Page 2)

to record the incident on bromide
for posterity.
The unconscio~s one is none
other than Bob Siefert, 1who,
when awake, operates a mighty
smooth alto clarinet in the Xavier Concert Band. After considering the situation, one might
come to the conClusion that Bob
has his alarm clock rigged up to
set off a locomotive whistle every
morning. The Muskies didn't win,
we grant you, but really, Robert,
the contest wasn't that boring.
(Incidentally, the rear of the
Phofo under consideration ·bore
the words "Please
give Credit
1
Line to James P. McCarthy,
Photographer", so OK, we give
the credit line to James P. McCarthy.)

•

• •

Ralph Hollmeyer still wants to
hunt pigeons with the 90mm antiaircraft gun that's parked occasionally in the Fieldhouse
driveway while Mouse Costello
has completed his plans for damming the Niagra River so he can
XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

i'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
The beautiful

I

•

see what the cliff under the falls
looks like.
'
• • •
After the UN Drama last
Thursday evening, Lucretius,
alias Dick Shannon, thought for
a while he would have to use a
can opener to get out of the
breastplate of his Roman war~
rior's costume. Dick maintains he
can't see how the Romans in
their nickel ·plated straight jackets ever conquered anybody, let
alone the whole Mediterranean
world.
• • •
One of our readers has proffered the opinion that the writer
of this column would have been
a "natural" playing the role of
"Ignorance" in this particular
United Nations presentation.
Thanx, Pal, that writer appre-
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In an Exotic Egyptian Atmoapliere
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IT'S WASHABL~I This housecoat by Textron is
si;nartly ~tyled. with full sweeping hemline and
cinched-in waistline. Beautifully ~mooth rayon
c~epe printe~ with big spaced poppies and
tied with plain color rayon taffeta sash. Blue,
tomtito, or black backgrounds. Sizes 12 to 20,
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No one can deny that the Disabled Veterans did a great job of
putting on a humorous and interesting session of wheelchair
basketball between halves during
the XU-Kentucky classic. They
came as Xavier's special guests
and should have been treated in
a manner befitting men to whom
all Americans are deeply indebtcd. However, some persons
feel that their location behind the
East basJrnt did not indicate the
true Xavier spirit as these seats
are usually not considered as
being the best in the house iO
say the least.
--------·----~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!:!
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X. U.E. C. Gets In The "Swim" Of Things
AQUATARIANS TO MEET
AT FRIARS MARCH 10, 11

• Evening College Eclit01·al

Tlie Leaf In Tlie Forest

T

HIS Sunday morning your parish priest is going to ask
. you to contribute to the Bishops' Relief Fund ... to help
war orphans, displaced persons, and diseased children and
adults.
Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen asks that each of you who
can afford the luxuries of movies, cigarettes, and liquors give
at least $10.00 to help these unfortunates. He asks that we
remember that those European hands outstretched for food
are the gloved hands of Christ. How much do you think we
Christians ought to give to alleviaie HIS hunger? Last year
the average large city donation to the Fund was $.20. The
price of four packs of gum.
'
It should hurt your city-d\veller conscience to be reminded of these words of Christ: What you do unto these, the
least of my brethern, you do unto Me.
Since 1942, $122,160,000 has been donated to the Bishops'
Fund. It is a leaf in a forest. Suffering and starvation in pur
time are immeasurable.
What are you, you well-fed, well-clothed, well-cared-for
Catholics going to do about it? .... Can you look into the
eyes of the crucified Christ and say that? We hope so.

CHOICE
CHATTER
By Mary McKay
BORN-To Mr. ana Mrs. John
G. Maupin, E. C. speech professor, a boy, Leroy William, February 2.
ENGAGED-Ruth Callahan and
Stan Evans: Agnes Mulvey and
Bob Callopy; Betty Kramer and
John Nolan.
MARRIED-Ruth Rhudell and
Leo Meirose, Spanish professor.
• • •
The girls' basketball team has
just about given up its anxious
quest for a court-thought for a
while Pat Riley was going to go
to the governor if necessary.
• • •
According to Ralph Stacey, a
mustache is standard equipment
for new convertibles.

• • •

Add interesting facts- the
first mass in Cleveland :was held
in Masonic Hall.

• • •

Rita Donnellon Haverkamp, former E. C. student and wife of
present student Larry Haverkamp, breaks into print this
month-the St. Anthony Messenger has just bought one of her

stories and will carry it in the
March issue.

• • •

All people appreciating the
following bit of humor will be
awarded one stuffed olive minus
stuffing. ·Seems there was a man
named Joe, and Joe had a horse
of whom he was very fond, so
everywhere Joe went, he took the
horse, whose name, incidentally
was Oscar. Well, as the story goes,
one day they wandered into the
bar at Roselawn Tavern, and
both of them ordered a Martini.
When the drinks came, Oscar's
didn't have an olive in it, whereupon he set up a terrific hullabaloo · until the bartender hastily
brought him an olive. After they
had left, Bob Jacobs turned to
C. Charles Lang (they had stop.ped in for a quick lemonade) and
said, "Did you see that?" "Sure,
what's so funny about that," replied C. Charles, "they serve
Martinis without olives a lot
these days."
• • •
After that we don't have the
hea-rt to tell the one about the
little red drum with yellow dots
and black and white striped
drumsticks-ask Boots F'roelicher
some time, he'd love to tell you.

Each other or their girl friend fair
To food. fit for a millionaire.

THE PURPLE Cow
Fountain Sc1uare Hotel

Cincinnati, Ohio
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First Year Club
Plans Rustic Fling

~!:.~~!~~.~~~~EGEB~!~!

When Xavier men want to treat

I

Students Interested
Keen student interest in the
marine activity is reflected by
the large number of Xavierites
who have registered as Aquatarians this past week. Membership is rapidly swelling to commendable proportions.
At Friars Club
The Friars' Club swimming
facilities are available for men
each Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Friday; and for women each
Monday and Thursday. A schedule of bi~weekly swims that calls
for rotation · of available evenings will be drawn-up, if this
arrangement meets the approval
of the majority of the club's
members.
Year-round Activity
Plans are now being formulated to make the club active
year-round. Mixed summer meetings will be held at C.incinnati's
popular swimming resorts.
Water Ballet
A committee to discuss the
practicality of meets, Red Cross
life-saving instructions, and a
college water ballet is to be appointed within the next two
weeks.
Register
Student registration is still
open; all Xavier students are
welcome to get in the swim.

•

The Purple Cow is the place to meet

E
5

The first bi-weekly swimming sessions of Xavier's newly Schedule for the 1948 Eveaing
organized Aqua Club will be held Wednesday and Thursday College Retreat has been announced as follows:
evenings, March 10 and 11, at the Friars' Club.

First Year Club members will
gather at the Evening College
Assembly Hall Sunday, March 7,
to welcome second-semester students with a good old-fashioned
barn dance.
Zetta Gausling, co-president,
announced that the hay-seed affair is restricted to first, second
and third semester students,
their wives· and fiances.
Square dance callers Mr. and
Mrs.
August C. Heisman, who
• •
Pity poor Alice Mary Rolfes- were well received at the Boosshe wears beards and Civil War ters' Barn Dance,- will be on hand
uniforms. to d a nc es and then again to teach urban Xavierites
the intricacies of rural rhythms.
can't be identified.
•
Admission is $.50 per person;
casual clothes are the appropriate attire.

Please - may I make
.a Suggestion!

VILLA

FOODS

' •

537 ·EAST PEARL ST.
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Annual Retreat
Schedule Given

7:30 p.m., Evanston Campus
Alleys.
Choral Club Meeting, 8:00 p.m.,
Downtown College.
Sunday, .March 7 _ Vetarcus
Club Communion Breakfast 10
'
a.m., St. Louis Church; Meeting
Chancery Hall, 1:30 p.m.; Lenten Devotions, St. Xavier
Church, 7:45 p.m.
First Year Club Barn Dance
(Members and Prospective
Members Only); 4th Floor Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Mond.ay, March 8 - Bowling,
Evanston Campus Alleys, 7:30
and 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday March9-XavierNews
Eveni~g College Staff Meeting
Downtown College, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 10 - Bowling,
Evanston Campus Alleys, 7:30
and 9:30 p.m.
Thursday March 11 - Bowling
Evanst~n Campus Alleys, '7:30
p.m.

Cho1·iste1·s Plan
S1J1·ing Concert;
Hold Elections
Ray Hog an, newly elected
Choral Club president, announced ti1e Evening College choristers annual spring concert has
been scheduled tentatively April
25 in South Hall.
The group under the direction
of Miss Helen Gough is rehearsing a well-rounded program of
selections from beloved operettas, as well as other semi-classical numbers, for this engagement.
Other Choral Club activities
include the preparing of a series
of masses to be sung at Bellarmine Chapel.
Student officers are Bob Thiemann, vice president; Eunice
Luskey, secretary; Ione Miller,
treasurer; Florence Gnau and
Charles May, librarians. Mr. Art
Volek is business manager.

NFCCS PLANS
E. C. ACTIVITIES
Charles Hogan, NFCCS representative, has announced collaborations with Russ Weiler, Evening College B o o st er Club
president, are underway to interest the B o o st er Club in
sponsoring NFCCS activity at the
Evening College.
The National Federation of
Catholic College Students, an organization whose members are
contributing to the material aid
of European university-age men
and women, is most active on the
Evanston Campus.
The NFCCS is pledged to halt
the spread of atheistic Communism, especially among young
adults. According to Mr. Hogan,
a kind of "NFC CS M a ·r sh a 11
Plan" is in force to provide material aid for those European
youth who would otherwise receive sustainance from Communistic -Organizations. In our
country the NFCCS is combating
the spread of Communism among

Cincinnati Scene

c·

Friday, March 19 - Downtown
College
8:15 p.m. - Instructions
8:45 p.m. - Rosary
9:00 p.m.-Free Time
9:15 p.m. - Instructions
9:45 p.m. -Night Prayers and
Dismissal
Saturday, March 20 - St. Xavier High School
2:00 p.m. - Instructions
2:30 p.m. -Free Period; Reading
3:00 p.m. - Instructions
3 :45 p.m. - Benediction
4:00 p.m. - Confession; Conferences
5:00 p.m. - Free Period
7 :00 p.m. - Instructions
7:45 p.m.-Stations of the
1
Cross
8:00 p.m. - Free Period
8:15 p.m. - Rosary
8:30 p.m. - Instructions
9:00 p.m.-E x a min a ti on of
Conscien~e;
Night
Prayers
Sunday, March 21 - St. Xavier
High School
9:00 a.m. --Mass
9:40 a.m. - Breakfast
10:00 a.m. - Stations of the
Cross
11 :30 a.m. - Instructions; Bene d i ct i o n Papal
Blessing
Breakfast reservation should
be made before March 17 to the
Evening College office.~

AQUA CLUB NOTICE
Xavier's Aquatarians are to
meet in the Friar's Club lobby
March 10 or 11 at 7 :00 p.m. for
a short organizational meeting.
Admission to the Friars' pool
is $.60 per swim. Register for
the Aqua Club now.
American university students
with the weapons of truth, knowledge, and prayer.
Other NFCCS activities include
the uniting of Catholic university students to best promote
their ideals, interests, and activities for the common good.

Don't Park In Faculty Area

c

Queen ity L. ead s I n u lture .

(Ed. Note: Following is the
fomth in a series of community
informative articles being carried
as part of the "News" public seri1ice to Cincinnati's citizenry.)
In other cities, Cincinnati is
thought of, not only ·~ a producer
of beer and pork, out also as one
of tlle nation's leading cultural
centers. Yet here, among those
cultural influences, few Cincinnatians take the time to expose
themselves to them.
In downtown Cincinnati, for
instance, in close proximity to the
Evening College (Third and
Pike Streets), is' the Taft Museum, considered by architects to
be one of the finest examples of
the Early Federal style of architecture and containing art treasures from all over the world.·
In its heyday the house was
the center of socialite Cincinnati
-Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar; William Henry Harrison;

Frances ~rollope; Alber~, Kmg of
the Belgians; and Cardinal Mercier were but a few of the guest~.
William ~award _Taf~ was notified. of his. nomination for the
Presidency m 1908 on the port'
ico s t e~ s·
Contributed b_Y Mr. and Mrs.Charles P. Taft m 1927,
home
was restored ~n the basis .o~ an
1857 color print and officially.
opened in 1932.
The halls and thirteen of the
mansion's thirty rooms are filled
wit.h the Taf~ art collectio~,
which compromises about 100 011
paintings by French, English,
Dutch, Flemish, Spanish and
American artists. In addition,
there are ceramics, thirteenth to
seventeenth century French
enamels,, Italia! majolic~s, Ch~nese vases and porcelains, s1xteenth-century crystals and jewelry, as well as a fascinating
collection of watches.
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XAVIER SPORTS

15 Letter1ne11
Out For Baseball;
Newco1ners Listed

MUSKIES SUCCUMB TO U.C.
AND U.K. TO END SEASON.

Baseball will soon be a major
topic of conversation around the
campus. George Hiatt, baseball
mentor, stated that fifteen returning lettermen and a number
of newcomers will carry the burden for the Xavier nine during
the coming season.
The pitching staff will probably be composed of Bob Schnieder, Don Kay, Norb Burske, Dick
McQuade, and Jack Bassman.
Schnieder returns from last year's
squad. In the receiving department Tom Courtney, Tom Ryan,
Tom Culley, Joe Boni, and Tom
Ballaban will be fighting it out
for a starting berth. Men trying
out for first sack duties include
Ed Conlon, Jim Kartholl, Jack
B e t t e s, and Frank Hagedorn.
Second sackers will be Dick Hillman, Jim Winters, and "Baldy"
Ellert. There seems to be a monoply on the shortstop position as
the only candidate at present is
the capable Stan Scherpenberg.
Bob Benjamin, and Bib Lisschy
are candidates for the "hot c01mer." The fly-chasers will be Dick
Held, Bob Tenhundfield, Paul
Pusateri, Paul Dieters, Don
Stenger and Dick Robinson.

More and more Xavier students
are taking advantage of the excellent facilities offered by the
new equipment room in the
Fieldhouse. Weightlifters especially seem to welcome the opportunity to keep in trim, but the
gymnasts of the trambolene are
running them a close second in
interest displayed. Incidentally,
this latter piece of equipment offers an excellent opportunity for
those who take pride in their
diving ability, to keep their timing sharp.
With the installation of the
flying rings and horizontal bar,
Xavier now-has one of the fin'est
equipped gymnasiums in this
area and Mr. Hiatt has urged
_that a greater number of students make use of this opportunity for recreation and better
health. In addition to the apparatus already mentioned there are
also available two complete sets
of weights, parallel bars, exercise horses, p u n c hi n g bags,
climbing ropes, and a large matted area foi- tumbling and wrestling. Future plans also call for
another punching bag platform
and a separate boxing room.
The Athletic department wishes to emphasize that this room is
for the students benefit, and
asks only that they use the equipment conscientiously.
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Sportstistics
By Bob Coates

.............................,...............................

Athletic relations . bet w e en
Notre Dame arid Xavier are on a
very friendly level. A double
header baseball game between
these tw·o institutions has been
tentatively set for Sunday after"
Coach Wiethe's Ball-Hawking' Bearcats Administer a 52·4·5 Defeat While noon, April 18th. Also, wouldn't
be a bit surprised to see the Irish
The Superlative Wildcats take X.U., 59.37~ McMullen Shines in Both
and Musketeers meet on the
March 3 - S11ecial - A sharply alert University of Cincinnati quintet, led by the hardwood next season.
deadly offensive and ball-hawking defensive play of Dick Dallmer and little Al Ru~en

stein, squelched a determined but hapless Xavier ·nve Wednesday night in Memorial Fieldhouse, 52-45. Before an overflow
crowd of 6000 the Bearcats copped the Queen City laurels for
the second straight year.
Shining star in the Musketeer
effort was the play of stalwart
Malcolm McMullen, who contributed 19 points and a'first-rate
defensive game to, the cause.

Dallmer, .Rubinstein Star
Dallmer, in clicking for 14 tallies, was a tower of strength
throughout for the Bearcats.
Brooklyn-born Rubenstein chipped in the greater part of his
fine performance after half-time,
when the count read 24-24.
For ten minutes it looked like
a Xavier night. Art Morthorst
and Chick Boxwell sank fielders
to send X into a fast lead ~hich
stood at 13-8 with half the first
canto gone. U. C. showed their
determination immediately thereafter, though, as Rubenstein and
Ralph Richter hit for buckets
that sent the McMicken lads into
an 18-16 lead. A dog-cat fight ensued from that point ·as the lead
changed hands five times before
Dallmer's tipin brought Cincy
abreast at the first-half gun.

Gy1n Equipment
Offerecl Students
For Recreation

NOTICE
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Charles F. Meier won the
Score Guessing Contest. He
tied with two others but his
was the lucky "straw".

·--vw-1·11o1'Jl.:a..~~r.l~_...,..::

Xavier Pressed
Superior play by Coach John
Wiethe's charges told the simple
story when the squads returned.
The victors continued their pressing tactics of the first half in
keeping the Muskie ci'ouble-pivot
attack throttled.
Only once, when the Blue and
White shortened U. C.'s margin
to two points at 40-38, was X in
the fray. The growing tension
took its toll of Xavier floor efficiency as the clock ran out, and
nothing Coach Hirt's outfit could

Dorin Net To11rney
Set For Marcb;
'BVD's' _Top Squad
At a meeting Monday night of
dorm intramural representatives,
Mr. Hiatt set forth plans for a
playoff tournament between the
eight top teams of the four dorm
leagues, to decide the champions
of the first r o u n d. So far the
BVD's of Elet Hall loom as favorites, having a five won-no
loss record. This elimination will
be conducted as soon as all the
t e a m s have completed their
scheduled games.
Intramural competition will be
curtailed for the next two weeks
due to the class A high school
tournament which is being conducted in the Fieldhouse.

I

do denied Bearcat superiority.
Five points by Dallmer gave
the foe a 29-26 advantage that
they increased to 40-32 with
eight minutes gone in the final
stanza. McMullen and Benjamin
found the net to bring Xavier
within two points, but a U. C.
time-out cooled the rally effectively.
.
Rubenstein staged a one-man
show to take the count to 49-40.
Freezfrlg the ball thereafter; the
Bearcats coasted to the gun.

Wildcats Too Much
Xavier University's undefeated
string of 15 straight home games
was shattered last Saturday
night when Kentucky's rampaging Wildcats closed out their
regular season by downing the
Musketeers, 59-37. The win' was
Kentucky's 27th in 29 games, and
its second of the season over the
Muskies.
A crowd of 5,200 jammed into
the Fieldhouse to watch a dazzling display of basketball artistry
by Coach Rupp's All-Americans.
Time after time, the Wildc<!ts
thrilled the c r o w d with their

Track Sessions
Begin Monday;
40 Men Report
Monday, March 8, has been set
as the opening day of track season at Xavier by Coach Ray Tilton. He announced this week he
was well pleased with the initial
turnout of about 40, and is expecting more runners to join the
team before the start of practice.
He said that all events were
wide open and emphasized the
opportunity for dash men in the
track events and pole vaulters
and high jumpers in the field
events. The _dashes made up the
weakest points of the team last
year, and the loss of Shea and
Viglianci, last· year's pole vaulters, left the team in the hole in
that department. He also stressed
the fact that only one high jumper had returned from last year's
squad. In the relays the outstanding need is for 440 yd. dash men
to run the mile relay.
The schedule, as ft stands so
far, has four definite meets in
May: Cedarville College on Wilberforce track, May 1; Capital,
there, May 3; Univerity of Louisville, there, May 11, and Dayton, there, May 21. Several meets
are planned for April but they
are indefinite. The d.ate of the
meet with U. C. has not been set.

awesome display of shooting,
passing, and backboa.rd control.
Wah-Wah Jones, Kentucky's
all-time great, sank the first two
points of the game, and the Wildcats were never behind after that.
With the exception of the early
part of the second quarter when
the Muskies were within two
points of Kentucky (15-13), the
Wildcats were never in danger.
They increased thei.r lead to
31-18 at the half and went on to
win as they pleased. ·
Jones and Cliff Barker were
the big guns in the Wildcat attack with 12 and 15 points, respectively, while big Mal ~c
Mullen, led the Musketeers in
sc6i:ing with 13 points.

Freshmen's First Defeat
Xavi:er':s freshman team also
came to the end of the victory
road, losing to Kentucky's junior varsity, 49-35. The Frosh had
a 21-19 lead at the half, but
withered under a steady barrage
of baskets by the Wildcat third
stringers. Don Ruberg paced the
little Muskies with 10 points
while Day collected 15 for the
winners.
Paraplegics from Birmingham
General Hospital, Van Nuys,
Cal., defeated the Rockets 16-0
in an amusing ten minu\e exhibition from wheelchairs.

l{ramer And Riggs
To Matcb Talents
In Fielcll1ouse
Jack Kramer, former national
amateur tennis champion,. will
oppose Bobby Riggs, world professional tennis champion, in an
exhibition match .to be played in
the Xavier Fieldhouse on the 27th
of this month. This match is part
of their trans-continental profcssional tennis -tour in which
Kramer is leading 23 matches to
15. Kramer, who -turned pro last
fall, is known for his hard-driving, offensive game. His opponent, Bobby_ Riggs, is known for
his ability to retrieve and to play
a steady game.
Also on the program are Pancho Segura and Dinny Pails who
play an unusual match. Segura, a
South American, is famous for
his unconventional style, as he
swats the ball with both hands,
while Pails is a former Australian Davis Cup player.
In the double match Kramer
and Pails play against Segura
and Riggs.

• • •

QUOTE OF THE WEEK: "McM u 11 en will
never help Xa_, vier." This was
said by the gesticulous Adolph
Ru pp shortly
after Xavier's
present hi g hpointer transf erretl to "X".
No doubt "the
Baron" would
Bob Coates
like to reverse
his dribble after Malcolm held
"All-American" Alex Groza to
one fielder and two charity
throws· as "Big Mac" poured
through 13 markers.

• • •

After much debate and planning, the intra-squad game, which
will terminate spring football
practice, has definitely been set
for Friday evening, .t\pril 23. In
case of inclement weather the
contest will take place the following Sunday.

• • •

HATS OFF: To television station WLWT for being "right
there" to picture the· Wildcat and
Bearcat games this week. They
did an excellent job with a minimum of time for preparation.
To Al Stephan and \VCPO for
their efficient coverage of these
two top-flight encounters.
To the Kentucky Wildcats for
the superb exhibition of basket~
ball displayetl last Saturday.
Many remarked - "I can't possibly see how that teani can· lose
a· game." Neither can we!!

27 Ffom Varsity
Return For First
Football Workout
Some sixty odd hopefuls for
the '48 football squad reported
for their first day of practice
yesterday. Of this number 27 are
returning lettermen while the
rest are from the freshmen team
of last year or are transfers from
other .schools. From these candidates Head Geach Ed Kluska and
Linc Co a c h Bill Feldhaus, ·together with Jim McGurk and
Charles Lavelle, backfield and
freshman coaches respectively, will
pick 40 to 45 men who will form
the varsity next year.
Outside practices will be conducted daily, weather permitting,
on the lower practice field for
the next six weeks with an intrasquad game concluding the spring
practices.

Little Muslieteers Pile·· Up Impressive Season's Record of 19-1
It's 19 victories, and one defeat
for the rampaging Xavier freshmen basketball squad as they
rounded out their season with
one of the best marks of any
team in this section. They piled
up 18 in a row before falling to
the Kentucky Wildcats, who were
using a mixture of freshmen and
upperclassmen, or what amounts
to Adolph Rupp's third string
varsity, before going down to defeat last Saturday. The X yearlings even had the Kentucky
combine down at the half by
19-17, but they wilted and wound

up fourteen points behind.
Included among their 19 triumphs are victories over such
notables as Coca Cola, who suecumbed twice, Wilmington College of Ohio, a good Dayton U.
freshmen five, the prominent
Norwood Eagles, and several
ranking high school quintets.
The yearlings are piloted by
Herb Cummings, who -also performs as Head Coach Lew Hirt's
chief scout. Coach Cummings is
a graduate of the Ohio high
school and college ranks, who received playing experience while

performing at guard for Cedarville College.
The frosh mentor's last coaching job was at Hamilton Public,
where he also was a physical education tutor.
Spearheading the st e r1 in g
young Muskies in points totaled
was Bill Cady 6 foot 3 inch pivot
man, whose ,swirling swing shots
and expert tips sparked many of
the freshmen's victories. Also
displaying varsity possibilities
were Joe Winkler and Jim McGowan, forwards, who controlled
the backboards with their super-

ior jumping. At the guard posts
for Coach Cumming's outfit w~re
Don Ruberg, set shot artist, and
the flashy Jack Collins, who kept
the early comers gasping for
breath with his ball handling and
shooting talents. Rounding out
the squad were Lou Walther,
a mid term transfer student from
Tennessee, Bob Dean, a wow of a
passer and a good one-handed
pump shot, and Bill Hoffer, a
tricky guard with a lot of scoring ability. Heron Frey also· saw
much service and performed capably for the frosh.

Other members of the wellbalanced squad were Pat Thelan,
f'aul O'Brien Jack Gilligan, Pat
Gremminger and Chris Volz.
The team was composed mostly
-of Ohio high school graduates although there were several outof-state stalwarts. Five members
of the squad were seen in action
right here in the Cincinnati area,
when rounding out their high
school playing days.
Coach Cummings will tell you
they arn a fine bunch of boys
and their record mirrors their
fine brand of basketball.

\
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AS I SEE IT:

Bob Von Holle's Advent11res
By Dick Henkel

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
' _________________
Purposely understating for the sake of hu.mor, be it known that
Memorial Fi~ldhouse was slightly crowded last Saturday and Wednesday nights! We're about to tell a story that will emphasize that
fact, but we pray our dear readers not to flood the News office nor
this column with the lac\·ymose tale of their individual woes at
those same two .,hoop debacles. '
Bob Von Holle, PhB senior, has this interesting
little tale to tell of his experiences, and it's a
toughie to top:
•
Eager eyes aglow, Mr. Von Holle traipsed up
to the Fieldhouse entrance at 7:05 last Saturday
e~pecting to see the Muskies and Wildcats demonstrate the finer points of the hoop sport. Lovely
lady and hard-to-get ticket were well in hand.
Commencing the more tragic aspects of .his tale,
Bob entered the jam-·packed Fieldhouse, supposedly early, to find that neither his passbook nor his·
lady's ticket was going to secure him a seat very
easily. He started out in the third row, which
Dick Henkel
would have been OK if that row hadn't been the third behind th~
screen far above the playing floor and behind the scoreboard.
When another eager fan, slightly taller and heavier than the
unfortunate Mr. Von Holle, began to .brazenly muscle him around,
Bob decided that a television view would have his present vantage
point beat a mile. He left, only to find his automobile surrounded
by other cars an beyond all hopes of moving it. Resigning himself
.to the neck-craning spot in the third row behind the ·screen, the
couple returned and were kindly re-admitted by the gate-keepers.
By now Bob decided that necessity was certainly the mother of
invention. Cunningly he worked his way to the reserved section
in search of a dirty seat in the crowded aisle. (A true fan, eh?)
The dutiful usher rebuffed him. Returning to his former spot, h~
found the view from there made even worse by the rapidly accumulating standing spectators. This was too much, the woe-begone
man decided, so before he exploded and hurt somebody,. Bob and
his lady friend left the Fieldhouse and the sight of the ball game.
They listened to the game in his car outside!!!
Well, he heard the game and never did find out whether :he
had really missed something or not, but the crowning insult was
yet to come: - the drivers of the cars which· had his hemmed in
were the last to leave the Fieldhouse. Bob Von Holle was driving
one of the last <:ars to leave!
(P. S. - Bob appeared as "Aggression" in the Xavier U. N.
Drama. He is now convinced, no doubt, that aggression will never
get the world anyplace. Amen.)
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Elet hall, has all the men afearin
with his prowling duties after
taps. He's eyeing that suite next
door .. Somebody better take care
because apartments with private
~
baths are very scarce!
Congrats
to Bill
Everycashing
in Dutour!
now that
the
..,..,... body's

.,
Kopinsk,, s
-~
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Just remark, "two over light" .spring's been repaired. Now we
to Wimpy Caruso sometime and. can be assured of a ride back too.
then start ducking. That boy
Walt Razanauskas still turns a
should buy an all day sucker.
saucy color once spaghetti enters
We notice Jim Rodgers and into the conversation. Chick SurGerry Scaran are running a ina's "no dessert necessary" re"pick-up and delivery service" in cipe really must be something!
the dirty clothes department.. Joe Wcthington's an x i o u s 1 y
waiting for the cold weather to
Hope it's 'a weekly affair.
l\fa Zajac, assistant proctor of return. It seems it's easier thumb-

ing a ride at below zero temperatures.
CJ1ick BoxweJJ promised the
team he wouldn't go home between classes anymore. He'll
spend most of his free time practicing the l<?ng and short of it for
next season.
Bob Drennan's. seeing these
doubleheaders every Sunday for
free, thanks to a local teenager.
The advantages of looking and
acting younger than your age.
Gerry Sweeney's all pains since
a Miss from Chicago decided his
only love was Xavier. Loyola
loses more expectant transfers
this way.

0 N THE

Good

Clethes
Sensibly

Prleed!
Your Spring suit or topcoat
will not cost you too high a
price if you shop at Alms &

MAKE LUNCHTIME
REFRESHMENT TIME

Doepke,

We have searched

tbe market for suits and top·
coats that will give the max·
imum of wear, retain their
shape and fit, plus having
the latest style.

With cloth·

ing prices up we decilled to
cut our mark-up so that we
could offer your spring ward·
robe at a sensible price.

SUITS. Well tailored . , • smooth fitting, all-wool worsteds and
worsted gabardines in the newest spring styles and shades. Many
suits available with extra trousers
·

45.00

TOPCOATS, Gabardines, Cavalry twill and covert cloths with rag·
Ian or regular shoulders. In the wanted natural and· !an shades.
Regulars, shorts and longs. Modestly priced at

45.00

SLACKS. Racks of them ... in gabardine-Bedford cord-worsteds
- -and woolens. Sizes 28 to 42. Priced from
to

10·00

. BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA·COLA COMPANY IY

COME IN NOW WHILE STOCKS
ARE COMPLETE AND ALTERATIONS NEED
NOT BE HURRIED.

TUE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
C 19'7 The C·C Co.

15•00

MEN'S SHOP

e

MAIN FLOOR, PARKWAY INTRANCI
I
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NFCCS Delegates
Plan Congress
(Continued from Page 1)
basis since Xaviers delegates had
to be on hand in South Hall at
various times to pose for photographs for the Musketeer, committees were organized to set up
panels and discussion groups.
Four m a i n p a n e 1 s were
planned. Their topics are: The
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, the Missions, Catholic Action and Inter-American Activity. The findings of these
commissions will be adopted as
resolutions.
Discussion groups were tentatively divided into Publications,
Student Government, International Relations Club, Family
Life, Philosophy Club, and Sodality Groups.

NOTA.RIES ON CAMPUS
The following campus notaries will notarize the Ohio
State Bonus Forms free for
vets:
Irvin F. Beumer, Vet's Office
Paul Burkhart, Bursar's Office
Joseph Link Jr., Faculty Room
'---------------'

Heidelberg Dads' Night
March 31 will be Father and
Son night for the Heidelberg
Club at Hotel Alms according to
Bill Splain, vice president. He
also revealed that a speaker will
be engaged for the evening but
he is as yet, unknown.
The News also learned that
Paul Bruegger will continue as
president of the Club despite his
temporary withdrawal from the
University.

BEE-HIVE
(Continued from Page 2)
believe in, bUt n certainly has
given more fellows greater opportunities to attend dances.
Now, just to keep this on a
friendly basis, why can't the
same arrangement be made with
corsages. Or better still have
everyone order their flowers
from the same florist, and you
will soon see florists' slash their
prices.
But, remember fellows, don't
bite the hand that feeds you!!

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

An Independent Since HU

WiJliam Strittmatter
Sophomore

Xavie1·a1uis: No W 01·thier Cause
(Continued from Page 2)
her people were hungry. Consequently at every mealtime they would
stream into the outdoor mess area of the Depot and beg for scraps
of food that G.I.'s were discarding as garbage. They came with lard
cans, coffee pots and pans, even draining the coffee drippings from
canteen cups. Little children with drawn faces and .tattered clothes
would stand beside the mess tables and gaze up at the G.I's eating
heartily of good food, asking them for every crumb or scrap that
wasn't being eaten. On many occasions Xaverianus found it difficult to eat with such pitiful creatures coveting his every bite. Young
and old formed in these lines. Hunger had no respect for age! There
was one particularly pathetic old man who looked more dead than
alive; he stood, his hands shaking furiously, trying to steady his
coffee pot long enough to catch a few drops. Xaverianus could always picture the grim reaper hanging over his head.
The following summer in Berlin, Xaverianus got another look
at starvation. This time among the German people. It is difficult
to say that they all deserved their fate. Enwloyees of the Military
Government received extra rations to allow them enough strength
·lo perform their duties. Xaverianus considered them well-off until
one day when he saw the meal the mess section was giving to one
of his German clerks, a former prisoner of war who had been
screened by Army Intelligence and found free of Nazi affiliations.
The whole meal was enclosed in an ordinary coffee cup. It consisted
of one half of a red beet, and a half cup of mixed flour and water
sans seasoning, that had been browned. On top the cup was a piece
of hard tack, half the size of a cracker, with a fingernail of lard
substitute resting on it. That was this man's best meal of the day.
When Xaverianus asked him how civilian life compared with being
a prisoner of war he immediately replied, "Oh, I would rather be
a P. 0. W. We get much more to eat!" Xaverianus rode to this man's
home one day on official business. He and his wife liv-ed on the
second floor of a bombed-out stone. building. It had no roof; its
windows were boarded up. There was no heat. Xaverianus shuddered when he thought how many people throughout Europe were
living in worse conditions.
These are just two isolated instances of European suffering;
there are thousands more, each of which has individual effect on
the life of every Xavier student, every American. Starvation breeds
pestilence, disease, weakens a people, promotes the black market,
builds up immorality, causes crime, murder, and in some cases even
cannibalism. Eventually it leads to insurrection, riot and civil war.
United States forces patrol these areas, some of which forces may
one day again be Xavier students. For them to be involved in such
as this would be tragic, when it can so easily be avoided.
Xaverianus knows that a weakened people prove easy victims
to the promises of Communism. Thousands, perhaps millions in
France have already grabbed at Communism because they felt that
anything was better than what they had. The individual citizen of
the United States cannot afford to have Europe lose more people in
this same manner. He cannot allow weakened countries to seek relief in Godlessness. This would be fatal to the American way of life.
Xaverianus hopes that all loyal sons of Xavier, all good Catholics, and all tme American citizens will protect their American way
of life by backing the bishops' "Relief to Europe" program.
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''I've tried them
all and I like

Chesterfield the
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1 smoke Chesterfield
..
OMININT TOIACCO fAIMllSl

STATIMINU IY

fine tobacco as

"Ligge~t & Myers b"t a~nly mild, sweet

there is grown. They uy
cigarette tobaclcoChesterfield cigarettes at'!~
"I smoke on Y
• ht from the star ·
I have smoked them rig

Too Important To Forget •The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 64·80

._ _ .HESTERFIELD
JlLWAVS MILDER !llETl'ER TAS11NG (COOLER SMOKING

